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Abstract — The OTA is an amplifier whose differential input voltage produces an output current. Thus, it is a voltage controlled current source.
Operational transconductance amplifier is one of the most significant building-blocks in integrated continuous-time filters. A review of various
non-conventional analog design techniques has been done in this paper. Several previous works have been studied and their comparison on
various performance parameters is shown. This paper starts with the introduction of OTA, followed by the discussion on various OTA design
techniques along with their block diagram in addition to advantages and disadvantages of these techniques. Two comparative tables are shown
at the end.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Today operational amplifiers (OPAMPs) are widely used as
basic building blocks in implementing a variety of analog
applications from amplifiers, summers, integrators, and
differentiators to more complicated applications such as filters
and oscillators. Using OPAMPs greatly simplifies design,
analysis, and implementation for analog applications.
The Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) is an
amplifier whose differential input voltage produces an output
current. Thus, it is a voltage controlled current source. There is
usually an additional input for a current to control the
amplifier's transconductance. An OTA is similar to a standard
operational amplifier in that it has a high impendence
differential input stage and that it may be used with negative
feedback. Portable electronics with low-voltage operation
finds big markets. However, the threshold voltage is not
reduced proportionally with the supply voltage. Thus, the
threshold voltage is becoming a restraint for many analog
circuits. Some special techniques are used to overcome the
size of the threshold voltage, e.g. floating gate transistors,
bulk-driven transistors, continuous-time filters and low
threshold transistors. They suffer from several drawbacks or
need special fabrication steps, which increases the cost. It is
preferred to implement low-voltage circuits using a standard
CMOS technology.
OTA is the most important building block in analog circuits,
the amplifier faces another difficulty in the low-voltage
design, providing high gain and high output swing with low
power consumption. The usual way to boost the gain,
cascading of transistors, is not possible in low-voltage design
due to its output swing limitation.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the nonconventional techniques based on bulk CMOS technology are
presented, including principle of operation and main

advantages and disadvantages of each technique. Section 3
presents OTA design based on these techniques and
comparison specification of various parameters related to
OTA are also included. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
II.

NON-CONVENTIONAL TECHNIQUES BASED ON BULK
CMOS TECHNOLOGY

A. Bulk-driven MOST (BD-MOST)
The MOS transistor is actually a four terminal device. The
bulk-terminal is usually ignored and simply connected to
VDD or VSS, or tied to the source terminal. However, the
bulk-terminal could be used as a signal input to remove the
threshold voltage requirement from the signal path, and the
device which is similar to JFET transistor with depletion
characteristics is obtained. The principle of the bulk-driven
technique was firstly presented in [10].

Fig. 1. Bulk-driven N-MOST: a) symbolic and b) crosssection.
The operation of the Bulk-driven MOST is conformable to a
JFET. To enable bulk driving, one must first bias the gate to
form a conduction channel inversion layer by connecting the
gate terminal to a fixed voltage that is sufficient to form an
inversion layer (e.g., Vbias > VT for the NMOS). By applying a
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potential difference between the drain and source, this
inversion layer will act very much like a conduction channel
of JFET (see Fig. 2). Since the bulk voltage affects the
thickness of the depletion region associated with the inversion
layer (conduction channel), the drain current can be modulated
by varying the bulk voltage through the body effect of the
MOST.

Fig. 2. Common source amplifier based on a) gate-driven
NMOST and b) bulk-driven NMOST.
Many advantages can be obtained by using the BDMOST in
analog circuit design:
 The threshold voltage requirements are removed.
 A wider input common mode range under negative,
zero and slightly positive input voltage
(BDNMOST). Suitable for rail-to-rail applications.
 Can be modeled using the conventional MOS
transistor.
 Can process DC and AC over the FG-MOST and
QFG-MOST which process AC only, as it is
discussed below.
In the other hand some drawbacks come with the BDMOST
technique:
 Smaller transconductance and transition frequency in
comparison with GD-MOST.
 Higher input referred noise than conventional
GDMOST.
 In the applications where both PMOS and NMOS are
needed to use as bulk-driven transistors, twin well
process is needed, that can be achieved at the expense
of higher cost process and larger chip area.
 Analog circuits with tight matching between
BDMOSTs are difficult to be fabricated, since
BDMOSTs are fabricated in differential wells to have
isolated bulk.
 Latch-up maybe occurs.
B. Floating-gate MOST (FG-MOST)
The first well-known application of the FG-MOST was to
store data in digital EEPROMs, EPROMs and flash memories
[3]. The symbol of the FG-MOST with two control gates is

_

shown in Fig. 3(a) and the cross-sectional views in (b). The
gate is fabricated using the poly1 layer in FG-MOST and is
left floating, since it is surrounded by insulator layers (SiO2).
Two or more control gates (Gin, Gbias) are formed using the
second poly layer and capacitively coupled to the floating
gate.

Fig.3. Two-input floating gate NMOST: a) symbolic, b) crosssectional views.
To demonstrate the operation principle of the FGMOST, a
common source amplifier based on the FGNMOST with two
control gates is shown in Fig. 4. As it is clarified in Fig. 4, a
proper bias voltage Vbias is applied at one of the control gates
Gbias through large value capacitance, which is able to shift the
threshold voltage. The input signal is applied at the second
control gate Gin and modulates the inversion layer, thus
controls the drain current.

Fig. 4. Floating-gate MOST: common source amplifier
Many advantages can be obtained using FG-MOST technique,
such as:
 Possibility of multi-input terminals.
 Threshold voltage can be shifted according to the
application’s requirements.
 Can be used in ultra-low power ultra-low voltage
applications.
 Can be fabricated in any MOS technology, although
for better performance double poly technology is
recommended.
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There are some disadvantages coming with this technique:
 Larger area is occupied on the chip over the
conventional GD-MOST, since the bias and input
capacitances have relatively high values [18, 9].
 Uncertain amount of cumulative initial charge in the
floating gate.
 Reduction of the effective transconductance and
output impedance in comparison with the
conventional GD-MOST.
 Smaller transition frequency, hence smaller
bandwidth than the GD-MOST.
 Shortage of simulation models, as well the simulators
don’t accept the floating node.
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The effective transconductance and transition
frequency are relatively higher than the effective
transconductance and transition frequency of FGMOST, but they are still smaller than the
transconductance and transition frequency of the
conventional GDMOST.

C. Quasi-Floating-gate MOST (QFG-MOST)
Many recent publications describe interesting and important
implementations of the QFG-MOST in LV LP applications.
The QFGMOST appears as a developed version of the FGMOST to overcome some of its drawbacks. It has been
discussed previously that the relatively high bias capacitance
value of the FG-MOST leads to an increase in the silicon area
and a reduction of the effective transconductance and GBW.
Besides, FG-MOST has uncertain residual charge trapped at
the floating gate. Using the QFG-MOST, the occupied chip
area is minimized and the initial charge is no longer an issue
[12]. Fig. 5 shows the symbolic of the QFG-MOST. QFGMOST may have a multiple input terminals like the FGMOST. Besides, it can be fabricated in any MOS technology,
nevertheless, the double poly technology is recommended to
obtain better results.

Fig. 5. One-input Quasi-Floating gate NMOST
Fig. 6 shows the common source amplifier based on QFGMOST. The operation principle of the QFG-MOST is similar
to the FG-MOST.
The QFG-MOST has almost the same advantages as the FGMOST, besides:
 There is no initial charge trapped at the floating gate.
 Smaller occupied chip area than FG-MOST.

Fig. 6. Quasi-Floating gate MOST: common source amplifier
with single input terminal
Some drawbacks come with QFG-MOST techniques, such as:
 Greater effective output conductance than the
effective output conductance of FG-MOST and the
output conductance of GD-MOST.
 Floating gate voltage must not exceed the cut-in
voltage of the p-n junction of the diode connected
transistor MR.
III.

OPERATIONAL TRANSCONDUCTANCE AMPLIFIER (OTA)

To illustrate the implementation principle of non-conventional
techniques in analog circuit design, these techniques are used
in this section to build three LV LP Miller OTAs with the
same voltage supply, power consumption and transistors
aspect ratios. However, the differential pair transistors are
different i.e. BD-PMOST, FG-PMOST and QFG-PMOST to
clarify the performances of each technique. A comparison
study between the most important characteristics of the three
OTAs is presented as well [20].
Since operational transconductance amplifier is an important
block used in many applications and structures. Actually,
Miller OTA composite of cascade of two stages, first stage is a
differential amplifier with PMOS input transistors (M1, M2),
see Fig. 7, and the current mirror (M3, M4) acting as an active
load. The second stage is a simple common source amplifier
with transistor M6 acting as driver and M7 as an active load,
its output connected to its input through the compensation
capacitor Cc and resistor Rc, this capacitor acting as Miller
capacitance, without it the circuit is not stable [5]. The bias
current Ib and transistors M8, M5, M7 provide the bias
currents needed for the first and second stage of OTAs.
Utilizing the non-conventional techniques as input devices of
the differential amplifier at the first stage, LV LP OTAs can
be achieved.
Three Miller OTAs based on non-conventional techniques are
depicted in Fig. 7, bulk-driven OTA in (a), floating-gate OTA
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in (b) and quasi-floating-gate OTA in (c). In the bulk-driven
OTA, the gate terminals of BD-PMOSTs (M1, M2) are tied to
designed by implementation of two FG-PMOSTs (M1, M2)
with two control gates. The bias voltage Vss is applied at one
of control gates of each transistor. The input signals are
applied at the second control gate as it is shown in Fig. 7(b).
The third OTA has two QFG-PMOSTs with single input

Vss to provide sufficient bias voltage, the input signals are
applied at bulk terminals Fig. 7(a). Floating-gate OTA is
terminal as input devices; the floating gates of the QFGPMOSTs are tied through reversed-biased diode connected
transistors (M9 and M10) to Vss, while input signals applied
to the input terminals as shown in Fig. 7(c).

(a)

(c)
Fig. 7. LV LP Miller OTA based on: a) BD-MOST, b)
FGMOST and c) QFG-MOST.
IV.

(b)

CONCLUSION

In this review, the principle of non-conventional techniques
for LV LP analog circuit design has been discussed.
Furthermore, their advantages are listed, thus one can use
appropriate technique for intended analog circuit design. In
spite of that the non-conventional techniques offer design
simplicity with high performance, low voltage and low power
operation, some drawbacks come with these techniques,
mainly, the reduction of the gain, bandwidth and
transconductance (in FG-MOST and QFG-MOST case).
Finally various types of OTA design using non-conventional
techniques are focused upon. Table 1 shows performance
comparison between various parameters related to OTA. Some
authors have worked on reducing the supply voltage and
improving gain of OTA [21],[15],[6],[2]. It is observed that
the highest gain is achieved by BD MOST design. The work
of some authors is directed towards improving linearity and
power dissipation of OTA [4],[13],[6],[15]. From the table 2,
it is observed that the highest gain is achieved by Quasi FGMOST design under certain measurement condition [20]. Thus
the non-conventional techniques are utilized successfully in
LV LP applications.
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Table 1. Comparison of main specifications of the OTA work

Bulk-driven OTA
Parameters

Gatedriven
OTA [2]

Quasifloating gate
OTA[4]

[11]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[21]

[6]

[2]

Supply voltage

1

1

0.8

0.9

1.3

0.6

0.5

0.5

+0.3

Power dissipation (uW)

300

5

-

0.5

460

.55

100

100

57

Open loop DC gain (dB)

49

70

53

70

84

73.5

48

72

40

Unity-gain BW (MHz)

1.3

0.2

1.3

6KHz

1.3

0.013

2.4

15

1.2

Load capacitance (pf)

22

7

20

12

-

15

20

20

10

Phase margin (deg.)

-

-

-

-

-

54.1

45

60

77

Slew Rate (V/us)

-

-

-

-

-

0.0147

2.92

2.7

0.8

Technology (um)

2

0.35

0.5

2.5

0.7

0.35

0.18

0.18

0.18

Table 2. Comparison of main specifications of three LV LP Miller OTAs.
Characteristics

Bulk-driven OTA [20]

Floating-gate OTA [20]

Quasi-floating-gate OTA [20]

Power consumption [uW]

23.5

23.5

23.5

Phase margin [deg]

93

87

84

Offset voltage [mV]

0.7

0.44

0.92

Dynamic range [mV]

-100 to 400

-300 to 395

-237 to 400

CMRR [dB]

42.4

50.29

49.8

GBW [MHz]

1.5

3.84

7.47

Gain [dB]

24

35.94

41.50

Slew rate [V/us]

0.28

0.54

0.76

Measurement conditions: Vdd= 0.4V, Vss=-0.4V, Cc = CL=1pF, Cin = Cbias=1pF, Ib=6uA
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